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An entrepreneur is a risk-taker: one
who acts on the opportunity to advance
an industry through innovative concepts.
Darryl West, president of Evergreen
Energy Technologies Inc. (Evergreen)
fits the definition having developed the
clean and reliable Evergreen “Power Pod”.
The current industry standard for providing reliable, remote site power is a
small engine or thermoelectric generator
running on casing vent or fuel gas at an

The “Power Pod” provides year-round power for applications in off-grid remote locations
around Canada.

oil or gas facility. Alternatively, one could
also use solar electric power supply with
battery backup. While these methods have
proven to be reliable, GHG emissions, high
capital costs, and operation concerns still
remain problematic.
Acknowledging the need for an increasingly efficient and consistent remote
power alternative, Evergreen president
Darryl West partnered with SFC Energy
of Germany to incorporate their EFOY Pro
direct methanol fuel cell into Evergreen’s
Power Pod. The first fuel cell of its kind,
the Power Pod provides year round power
for applications such as well site SCADA/
communications, chemical injection,
cathodic protection, security and
surveillance, telecommunications and
scientific monitoring in off grid remote
locations around Canada. The Power Pod
converts liquid methanol into electricity,
operating when the power output of the
solar panel drops to a critical level to
recharge the battery. This minimizes the
capacity of both solar panel and battery
storage required for a given remote power
application. Now, Evergreen’s clients
are offered quiet, ultra-low-emission
recharging. “These are able to operate in
temperatures down to forty below zero”,

West adds. “This ensures year-round
reliability”.
In November 2012, Evergreen released
a portable trailer-mounted system. The
Mobile Hybrid Generator, (MoHyGen)
combines Evergreen’s Power Pod/EFOY
Pro fuel cell generator with conventional
solar panels and controllers to provide
reliable, clean, quiet power instantly to
any site that has road access: no tie-in or
integration is necessary. For oil and gas
cathodic protection systems, the application process to tie into a power line can
regularly take up to two years. The
MoHyGen can serve as a temporary power
supply, reducing the risk of corrosion
while the oil and gas company waits on
a permanent power fix. “This brings the
solar energy industry high value at a quick
rate, and benefits not only our client’s
business, but better preserves the integrity
of their projects.”

To find out more about Evergreen’s
technologies, visit their website at

www.evergreen-eti.com
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The ERCB can assist SMEs to identify ways to accelerate the demonstration and
deployment of new technologies.
The ERCB knows that innovation offers
solutions to many regulatory issues that
Alberta faces today – from conservation of
the resource to ensuring public health and
safety to mitigating environmental impacts.
They recognize that new technology can
help them achieve their mission of ensuring Alberta’s oil and gas resources are
developed in a fair and responsible
manner.
The ERCB is committed to working with
industry and other stakeholders to identify
ways to accelerate the demonstration and
deployment of new technologies. That is
why, in late 2010, they identified areas
where they could enhance their role in the
development of innovative technologies:

•

Collaborating with government and
not-for-profit organizations to assess
the technical validity and commercial
viability of innovative technology;

•

Developing a process to review,
identify, and mitigate risks that relate
to public safety, environmental
protection, and resource conservation;

•

Advising industry and government
researchers on how new technology
may impact ERCB regulations;

•

Re-examining the scope and scale of
what qualifies as an ERCB experimental
or pilot approval to consider
innovations in technology;

•

Reviewing confidentiality requirements
and timeframes; and

•

Evaluating ERCB requirements that
encourage responsible innovation in
technology, defining desired outcomes,
and monitoring criteria to mitigate
potential risks.

Chief Operations Engineer Doug Boyler
acts as the ERCB’s overseer for new
technology and is CETAC-WEST’s point
of contact to establish an appropriate
technical expert to discuss technical and
regulatory issues for SMEs. Innovators are
encouraged to engage with their contact
at the ERCB early and often to give the
technical staff the opportunity to view
a new technology through a regulatory
lens. This way, they are able to identify
potential barriers from a public safety,
environ-mental, and resource conservation
perspective so that these risks can be
evaluated and rapidly addressed.
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CETAC-WEST is a private sector,
not-for-profit corporation
committed to helping small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
engaged in the development and
commercialization of new
environmental technologies.
Established in 1994, CETAC-WEST
delivers its services to SMEs in
the four western provinces through
its office in Calgary. The corporation is part of Alberta's Regional
Innovation Network and is supported by the Province of Alberta,
Environment Canada and other
federal departments. CETAC has
formed linkages between technology producers, industry experts
and investment sources to facilitate
this process.

